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 All patrol vehicles and both K-9 Units are equipped with Watch Guard car camera 
systems. 

 65 units includes patrol and K-9’s

 2 body cameras for motorcycle units 

 2 body cameras for Special Projects

 1 body camera for the lake officer 



 In car camera systems provides exceptional video of any event occurring in front of 
the patrol unit. 

 In car camera systems are robust and often last 10-12 years. 

 In car camera systems are more stable and provide a clearer picture of events 
occurring in front of the camera. 

 In car camera systems can only record video of what is directly in front of the patrol 
car. 

 In car camera systems only record audio interactions when the officer is not in front 
of the patrol unit. 

 Audio quality diminishes when officers enter into buildings or increase distance 
from the patrol unit.   



 Add 90 Body Worn cameras. 

 Provide cameras for all sworn personnel. 

 Provide BWC for specialty units such as Code Enforcement, Jail personnel, and 
Animal Welfare.

 Propose using Watch Guard as our vendor since we already use their software and 
are familiar with their operating procedures. 

 Using Watch Guard expedites the implementation process. 



 In the past BWC were very expensive, specifically the cost for storing the data. 

 The technology advancements have significantly reduced the cost of data storage. 

 BWC provide an additional level of transparency for the police department. 

 The public has become accustom to seeing BWC’s on officers and in many cases 
expect officers to be wearing a camera. 

 BWC’s allow police trainers to learn from officer interactions with the public. The 
video provide opportunities to review these interaction and develop new training 
protocols.

 BWC allow leaders to review current policies, practices and procedures to ensure 
we are providing high quality service to our citizens.  



$379,030 Estimated total 


